
Coming Together for 

Racial Understanding

The Value of Dialogue for Building Relationships



Community Dialogue - An Approach to Change
 Community Engagement to help form solutions not easily solved through collaboration

 By bringing together different view points and perspectives about tough topics, proposed 
solutions can be a collaborative effort

 Community Problem Solving- can be used for other areas or topics

 Community issues

 Socio-economic issues

 Racial Relations

 -isms

 Gender identity

“The combination of people listening to each other, sharing their own experiences, and working 
together to solve problems can have a deep impact, both on the issues area at hand and on how to 
community addresses other issues in the future.” Everyday Democracy



Dialogue to Change-



Why Dialogues are Important
 Debate vs Dialogue – which is it? 

Dialogue Debate

Collaborative - 2 or more sides together Oppositional- sides prove each other wrong

Goal is common ground Goal is winning

Listen to understand Listen to find flaws

Enlarges view of participant Affirms participants own point of view 

Creates a possible better solution Defends original position with no other

Creates an open minded atmosphere Creates a closed minded (or two sided) atmosphere

Remains open-ended Implies a conclusion



Why Dialogues are Important

 Addressing complex issues



Why Dialogues are Important

Target and Non-Target groups-

Target groups are most affected by 

the type of oppression 

Non-target group are least affected 

by type of oppression





Importance of Creating Supportive Spaces

 Establishing dialogue guidelines or “rules of the road” can help ensure dialogue is 
respectful, productive, and engaging

 Sample dialogue guidelines

 Everyone gets a fair hearing.

 Seek first to understand, then to be understood.

 Share “air time.”

 If you are offended or uncomfortable, say so, and say why.

 It’s OK to disagree, but don’t personalize it; stick to the issue. 

 No name-calling or stereotyping.

 Speak for yourself, not for others.

 One person speaks at a time.

 Personal stories stay in the group, unless we all agree that we can share them.

 We share responsibility for making the conversation productive.





Next Steps for CTRU in 

Oklahoma



Questions?

Oklahoma CTRU Team

Mike Stout- Oklahoma State University- michael.stout@okstate.edu

Cheryl Newberry- Oklahoma State University- cheryl.newberry@okstate.edu

Cathleen Taylor- Oklahoma State University- cathleen.taylor@okstate.edu

Mekko Tyner- College of the Muskogee Nation- mtyner@cmn.edu

Iliana Rodriguez- Langston University- OKC Campus- ilrodri@ostatemail.okstate.edu
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